SYSTEMS CHANGE.
how can I use my agency as a designer to address systemic injustice?
design

to make or draw plans for something
The systems of colonialism, racism, sexism, capitalism, supremacism, xenophobia, patriarchy, homophobia, and white supremacy expressed in our material world through the symptoms of displacement, income gap, contaminated land, mass incarceration, transportation access/inequity, education inequity, police brutality, water access/inequity, housing segregation, wealth gap, carbon footprint, and conceptual infrastructures.
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wealth gap
education inequity
mass incarceration
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the systems

human supremacy
supremacism
capitalism
racism
sexism
colonialism
xenophobia
white supremacy
patriarchy
homophobia
colonialism

the symptoms

contaminated land
mass incarceration
carbon footprint
wealth gap
income gap
housing segregation
transportation access/inequity
water access/inequity
education inequity
police brutality
mass incarceration

expressed in our material world

carbon footprint
income gap
contaminated land

the symptoms

human supremacy
supremacism
capitalism
racism
colonialism
xenophobia
white supremacy
patriarchy
homophobia

conceptual infrastructures

rev·o·lu·tion·ar·y de·sign
FRAMEWORK.
1. REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN WILL LEAD US TO A REVOLUTION BY SIMULTANEOUSLY **DISMANTLING** SYSTEMS OF OPPRESSIONS PERPETUATED THROUGH OUR STRUCTURES AND OUR MINDS AS WELL VALUING AND **NOURISHING** THE SPACES WHERE WE FIND LIBERATION FROM THESE OPPRESSIONS.
2. Revolutionary design is a framework that is rooted deeply in design’s superpower — the imagination — and works to unearth the imagination’s potential to create a collective vision for liberation.
3. REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN IS A FRAMEWORK FOR CREATING **LIBERATED RELATIONSHIPS**. IT CANNOT BE PRACTICED ALONE. RELATIONSHIPS, COMMUNITY, AND THE COLLECTIVE ARE CRITICAL FOR IT’S SUCCESS.
4. Revolutionsary Design is a framework that establishes a **Utopian Praxis** – one that closes the gap between our vision of liberation and our everyday practice.
1. Revolutionary design will lead us to a revolution by simultaneously dismantling systems of oppressions perpetuated through our structures and our minds as well valuing and nourishing the spaces where we find liberation from these oppressions.

2. Revolutionary design is a framework that is rooted deeply in design’s superpower – the imagination – and works to unearth the imagination’s potential to create a collective vision for liberation.

3. Revolutionary design is a framework for creating liberated relationships. It cannot be practiced alone. Relationships, community, and the collective are critical for its success.

4. Revolutionary design is a framework that establishes a utopian praxis – one that closes the gap between our vision of liberation and our everyday practice.